
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of leader, program. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for leader, program

Prepare seminar lectures and professional conference presentations
reviewing recent research findings and evidence-based practices grounded in
theory
Write and edit manuscripts for journal publication, including those that
expand on original abstracts accepted for presentation at professional
conferences
Ensure clarity of mission and accountability for critical program objectives
Clearly define team structure, roles and responsibilities to meet program
goals
Work with DCASIP physician team to project current and new clinical research
grant needs as they relate to funding of research staff
Coordinate and manage day-to-day flow of DCASIP research operations to
ensure compliance with federal, state, local, medical center, and
departmental regulations and policies by maintaining a working knowledge of
applicable regulations
Provide direction to other DCASIP clinical research staff with preparation for
study monitor visits and assist in the addressing and correcting any
audit/monitor findings
Provide training and oversight to DCASIP clinical research staff in the
development of IRB documents such as consent forms, protocols, expedited
reviews, and renewal of protocols
Provide training to other DCASIP clinical research staff to ensure all
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provide assistance in review of clinical significance, and the results are filed in
the patient study binder
Align your ingenuity and innovative ideas with the global strategic plan of the
business

Qualifications for leader, program

3-5 years of proven experience in the Automotive industry preferred
Ensure robustness of the exhaust system for vehicle durability, NVH, heat
management, emissions control, safety, system installation, shipping,
crashworthiness, manufacturing feasibility
Lead Engineering P.M.S
Experience in Plant, Supplier or Customer Quality
Strong writing and communications expertise
Knowledge of Dreamweaver, Photoshop and video editing software


